I. INTRODUCTION
T HE INTERACTION of electromagnetic waves with plasma is an interesting problem in plasma physics [1] - [3] . The propagation of electromagnetic waves in low-temperature plasma has attracted much interest in recent years due to the potential applications of atmospheric pressure plasma as reflectors or absorbers of electromagnetic waves [4] - [10] . Vidmar [4] has found that cold, collisional plasma generated at atmospheric pressure can be used as a broadband absorber. Laroussi [8] has numerically investigated the interactions between microwaves and high-atmospheric pressure plasma. Koretzky and Kuo [9] have demonstrated that plasma torches can effectively attenuate microwaves, and Liu et al. [10] have discussed the attenuation property of electromagnetic waves in atmospheric pressure plasma. These research activities have mainly focused on the propagation of electromagnetic waves in unmagnetized plasma. If a magnetic field is applied to the background plasma equilibrium, the characteristics of the electromagnetic waves propagation in the plasma will be affected by the new dynamical effect of Larmor gyration [11] . Laroussi and Roth [7] have investigated the reflection, absorption, and transmission of microwaves by a magnetized nonuniform plasma slab. Ruck et al. and Kong present the electromagnetic wave reflection from dielectric slab by 2 2 matrix approaches [12] , [13] . A scattering matrix method (SMM) analysis of the reflection, absorption, and transmission from nonuniform magnetized plasma slab has been reported [14] . Some experimental microwave absorbers have also investigated with regard to the effects of varying magnetic fields [15] , [16] . In the work reported in this paper, we investigate the broadband absorption characteristics of magnetized plasma by changing the plasma parameters and uniform magnetic field strengths. SMM analysis is also adopted here for comparison with the calculation results which neglect multiple reflections.
II. PROPAGATION PROPERTIES
The incident wave is assumed to be a plane wave launched at a normal incident angle to the plasma slab, as shown in Fig. 1 . The plane wave propagates parallel to the external magnetic field . The plasma is assumed to be cold, weakly ionized, steady-state, nonuniform, and collisional. A parabolic plasma density profile is assumed across the slab in the direction. This parabolic density profile is approximated by an exponential variation and , where is the number density at the center of the plasma slab. The interaction of the electromagnetic waves with the magnetized nonuniform plasma is modeled as a series of magnetized uniform plasma subslabs with the wave being absorbed and transmitted in each slab and reflected at the interface of each slab. This model is acceptable as first approximation under the assumption that the plasma properties vary slowly along the wave propagation path [11] . In this model, a plane wave propagating in a plasma subslab obeys the following Maxwell's equa-0093-3813/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE tions and R-wave parallel to the magnetic field is considered in the following analysis:
where . Here, we assume the time behavior of the wave to be . Equation (2) can be written as (3) where is the complex dielectric constant. The resulting wave equation is (4) where is the speed of light. Here, we use which is true for R-wave. A plane wave propagating in the direction with a phase dependence of is a solution of (4) (5) where is the complex propagation constant. The dispersion characteristic of a plane wave propagating in the magnetized cold plasma subslab is (6) and is generally expressed as (7) where is the attenuation coefficient and is the phase coefficient. We assume that a plane wave propagates perpendicular to the magnetized plasma slab and parallel to the external magnetic field . The plasma slab width is 12 cm and is divided as 12 adjacent two-dimensional plasma subslabs with sharp boundaries. The schematic diagram of the wave propagation characteristics at an arbitrary angle of incidence is depicted in Fig. 2 . In each subslab, the plasma number density is assumed to be uniform. At the center of the plasma slab, the plasma density is maximal. The incident wave travels from a subslab to the next one with reflection at the interface. The reflection wave will be partially absorbed by the plasma subslabs before it is reflected back out of the plasma. The total reflected power is calculated by neglecting multiple reflections between subslab interfaces. The total incident power, reflected power, transmitted power, and absorbed power are denoted by , , and , respectively. The complex dielectric constant is calculated for each sub-slab and the reflection at each interface is obtained. The complex dielectric constant for a plane wave propagating through a cold plasma at an arbitrary incident angle has been derived by Appleton [11] (see (8) at the bottom of page) where , , , are, respectively, the electron plasma frequency, the electron gyrofrequency, the effective collision frequency between electron and neutral gas, and the angle of propagation with respect to the static background magnetic field. The sign indicates left-and right-hand polarization. Here, we assume a right-hand polarization and . Consequently, (8) becomes (9) For a right-hand polarization mode and the normal incident wave, the reflection coefficient on the th interface is (10) By calculating the reflection and absorption power of each subslab, the total reflection power can be obtained as follows: (11) where is the width of a subslab. The total transmitted power is given by The total absorbed power can be derived by subtracting the total reflecting power and transmitted power from the incident power
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we calculate and discuss the effects of the plasma parameters and background magnetic field on the reflected, transmitted, and absorbed power according to the previous equations. The ratio of the total reflected power to the incident power versus the electromagnetic wave frequency is first calculated. The electromagnetic wave frequency is taken from 1 to 20 GHz. The reflection ratio versus the wave frequency at different collision frequency is shown in Fig. 3 . In this calculation, the plasma density in the center is 1 10 m and the uniform magnetic field is 2.5 kG. The reflection ratios decrease with increasing collision frequency in the electromagnetic wave frequency regime of 1 to 20 GHz. The reflection ratio for different center plasma density at GHz is plotted in Fig. 4 . The reflection ratios increase with the center plasma density for electromagnetic wave frequency from 1 to 20 GHz. The reflection ratios are less than 0.7% at m , as indicated by curve (2) in Fig. 4 . It can be inferred that a low-density but highly collisional plasma can greatly reduce the amount of reflection power. The ratios of the total absorbed power to the incident power under different plasma conditions are then calculated. The absorption ratio versus the wave frequency at different plasma collision frequencies is displayed in Fig. 5 . In this calculation, the center plasma density is 1 10 m and the uniform magnetic field is 2.5 kG. The absorption ratios are more than 90% at GHz for electromagnetic wave frequencies from 2 to 20 GHz. The absorption ratio versus the wave frequency at different center plasma density is exhibited in Fig. 6 . Here, the plasma collision frequency is 60 GHz. We see that the higher the plasma density, the larger is the absorption power as well as the broader the absorption bandwidth. It can, thus, be concluded that a higher number density and collision plasma will absorb the electromagnetic waves and increase the high-absorption bandwidth of electromagnetic waves. The above results demonstrate that magnetized nonuniform plasma may be used as broadband absorber of electromagnetic wave. However, the high density and collision frequency are difficult to achieve simultaneously. In addition, the reflection power is not expected to increase with plasma density. That is, the plasma parameters, such as plasma density and collision frequency, possess optimal values in electromagnetic wave absorption. Fig. 7 shows the absorption ratio at lower center plasma density for different collision frequencies. It is found that the absorption ratio decreases with increasing collision frequency in the range of 6-9 GHz electromagnetic wave. This is an interesting result because it indicates that in some frequency bands, increasing the collision frequency does not necessarily benefit electromagnetic wave absorption. The low-density, low-collisional, and strong-magnetized plasma can also absorb greatly the electromagnetic wave power in the vicinity of the electron gyrofrequency. This can be explained by the following dispersion relation of R-wave [17] propagating in a collisional plasma: (15) When , (15) can be expressed as (16) where is a complex wave number and can be written as . Therefore, (16) can be written as
The attenuation coefficient can be solved from (17)
When , , where 2 is a large positive value ( is nonphysical). As we know, (5) can also be expressed as
, the plane wave amplitude will be sharply attenuated with the increase of in the low-collisional plasma. This means that the high absorption of low-collisional magnetized plasma can be observed in the vicinity of electron gyrofrequency. The high-resonant absorption can be observed especially for low-density m and collisional GHz magnetized plasma, as depicted in Fig. 8 . Here, the magnetic field strength is 2.5 kG and GHz. It is seen that the high-absorption peak occurs nicely in the electron gyrofrequency. From (18), it is also seen that the attenuation coefficient increases with the decrease of collision frequency. Therefore, the absorption ratio decreases with increasing collision frequency in the vicinity of the electron gyrofrequency, as shown in Fig. 7 . In addition, the decrease of with is partly due to the increase of .
In the calculation, the magnetic field strength is fixed. Fig. 9 shows the absorption ratio versus electromagnetic wave frequency for different magnetic field strengths. In the case of uniform magnetic field, is, respectively, 1, 2.5, 4, and 5 kG. Here, the plasma density and collision frequency are 1 10 m and 5 GHz, which can be easily achieved for atmospheric pressure plasma. Fig. 8 indicates that the resonant absorption band varies with the magnetic field strength. The resonant absorption band moves from low to high frequency as the magnetic field strength increases. Hence, the change of magnetic field strength will obviously affect the high-resonant absorption frequency. One reason is that the gyrofrequency increases with the magnetic field strength. It, thus. indicates that low-density and low-collision magnetized nonuniform plasma can also be used as broadband absorption of electromagnetic waves through the change of the magnetic field strength. For comparison, the plasma slab is calculated according to the SMM full analysis of nonuniform magnetized plasma slab [13] which is also divided into 12 adjacent subslabs with the same electron density gradient in order to obtain accurate calculation results. The calculation results are depicted in Fig. 10 . It is seen that the absorption ratio of the plasma with no multiple reflections is in good agreement with the one with SMM analysis. The exponential profile ( , m ) of the electron density has also been studied to investigate the influence of the density gradient on the absorption characteristics of magnetized plasma, as shown by the dash line in Fig. 10 . The high-absorption band is broader than the parabolic profile with the same center electron density, implying that the electron density gradient will also affect the plasma absorption characteristics especially the broadband absorption property.
IV. CONCLUSION
The absorption, reflection, and transmission of electromagnetic waves by nonuniform plasma confined in an external uniform magnetic field are calculated under different plasma conditions and magnetic field strengths. The electromagnetic wave frequency is from 1 to 20 GHz. A low-density but high-collision plasma can greatly reduce the reflection power, whereas high plasma density and collision plasma can increase the bandwidth of absorption of electromagnetic wave. The effects of magnetic field strength and density gradient on the absorbed power as well as the frequency band of resonant absorption are very significant. More than 90% of the electromagnetic wave power can be absorbed in high-density and high-collision plasma. The broadband absorption of electromagnetic waves can also be achieved in low-density and collision plasma in the presence of an external uniform magnetic field of various strengths. The calculation results are corroborated by the SMM analysis of absorption characteristics of nonuniform magnetized plasma slab. The results show that magnetized nonuniform plasma has better properties with regard to broadband absorption of electromagnetic waves. 
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